In the photos, run 28 ends in 122.8 feet. This is correct. In the photos there is also a run "28" from 122.8' to 124.7' (IMG_0323.jpg to IMG_0327.jpg). This reads as run "29" in the notes. In the photos run "28" from 124.7' to 129.7' (IMG_0328.jpg to IMG_0338.jpg) reads run "30" in the notes.

There is also a backwards sequence of photos starting with run 37 down to run 30 (the last a repeat of photos above) that resulted from having to rephotograph the cores retrieved in reverse order from the core boxes that were already stacked. This rephotographing was because the memory card in the camera had some how erased itself when the camera battery went dead one morning.

In the rephotographed portion the "r" designation indicates the correct run number in the photo. Photos for run 34 (no "r") should indicate run 35 as in the notes. Run 35 in the photos is run 36 in the notes etc. Another error on top of that occurs in photos indicating run "35" ending at 167.4'. This sequence should indicate run "37" as in the notes. Run 36 the photos should be run 38 as in the notes and ends at 169.7'. Run "37" in the photos should indicate run 39 as in the notes and ends at 174.7'. The notes for this last run are still in paper format in the collection.